HEADBOX DETAIL

HEADBOX & SIDE GUIDES
MOUNTING AND DETAILS

Exposed Mount

The headbox will be visible. This applies when there is no
room for the headbox above the finished
6’8” ceiling or when
it’s impossible to build a soffit. Also, the headbox can be
installed directly above an opening, reducing the curtain
drop when aesthetics is not critical.

Shadow Gap
When the headbox is entirely hidden above the ceiling,
the bottom bar can retract through an opening in the
ceiling and be completely hidden, leaving only a shadow
gap. Pay special attention to the bottom bar selected and
the size of the opening required for the curtain to clear
the opening. Large spans will require a larger aperture to
allow the curtain to clear the gap without contact. Most
often used with SD curtain.

Shadow Gap

Flush to ceiling (Exposed)

This provides good aesthetics while allowing for simple
installation and easy access to the headbox for installation
and maintenance. Only the bottom of the headbox is
exposed, and the unit can be powder coated to match
the surrounding ceilings or walls.

Flush to ceiling (Hidden)
This is similar to the shadow gap (above), although the
bottom bar remains visible and does not fully retract
through the ceiling opening. However, the headbox is
fully hidden from sight. The bottom bar car be powder
coated to match the ceiling color. The ceiling material
needs to withstand the pressure of stopping the curtain in
its resting position. This works with the FA model curtain.
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HEADBOX MOUNTING
Wall Bracket

6’8”

This is the most straightforward
method of headbox mounting if
there is enough wall space above
the headbox assembly. The brackets
can mount on concrete, CMU, or
wood.

Overhead Bracket

The headbox can be mounted
overhead with or without a bracket.
The unit can be attached directly
to wood framing or concrete, or
suspended from steel beams or
a metal framing systems such as
Unistrut.
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HEADBOX & SIDE GUIDES
MOUNTING AND DETAILS

SIDE GUIDE DETAILS

HEADBOX & SIDE GUIDES
MOUNTING AND DETAILS

Inside Mount

For curtains mounted on the inside of
an opening that will not have a niche
6’8”
framed in to hide the side guide.

Wall Mount
A

This is the most common side guide
mount.
Option “A” is most common when the
side guide will be hidden with framing
Option “B” is most common when the
side guide will be exposed.

B

Niche

This is used when the side guide is
hidden by framing inside a niche.
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